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editorial to the latest "goir-res on" ir-rside tl-re
world of Jun Fan Ject Kunc Do.

Lee. with

no addi-

tional nar"Commentaries on the Martial Way"
With the release of "/r,et Kune Do: Brtue
Lee's Contntertu'ies ort the Murtial l'la_1" by
Tuttle Publishing, a wave of new (and
renewed) interest has been gerrerated in the
seven volurnes of Bruce's origir-ral writings
that servcd to make up both this book anclThe
Tao of Jeet Kune Do (Ohara Publications). As
it is our wish to connect you directly to Bruce
Lee via his writings. photographs and sketches
wherever possible, we will be stafiin-q a new
column beginning in the next issue of
Kntnt.,ing Is Not Ertough that will fenture
dilect copies of Bruce's writin-us fiom these
seven volumes. As you may be aware" these
writings served to form the "signposts" of Jeet
Kune Do that have -euided all of the studenls
A quarter of a century after his passing,
of Bruce Lee's way of rnartial art (i.e ., Jun Fan
Bruce Lee rernains the preeminent martial
Jeet Kune Do) toward their own personal libartist of the 20th centur-v -- anybody got a
eration over the past 23 years. What better
problem with thatl
way to seek to more fully unclerstand Bruce
and his art than to bc by his side as he pens
each of these historic lines? These will be
Dear Members of our Jun Fan Jeet Kune
reproduced in Bruce's hnndwriting exactly as
Do family.
he first wrote them and, more importar-rtly. in
the order and sequence in which he first wrote
Welcome to another exciting year of
them beginning with "Comntentttt ies ou the
Know,ing Is Not Enough; The OJJir:ial
Martial Wal', Vol.1 " This is tluly an histolic
Nev'sletter rt .ILtn Fan. .Ieet Kune Do. Thcre
event that we will be initiating, so if you
has been so much that has been happening on
haven't yet renewed your membership in Jun
so many Bluce Lee fronts this year that I
Fan Jeet Kune Do. you would be well advised
thought it appropriate to devotc this issuc's
to do so as you won't want to
miss one installment of this
Starting next issue, we will be printing copies of Bruce I-ee's
exciting and historic sedes. It
original handwritten notes entitled "Commentaries on the
next issue (Sumrrrer"
Martial Way." Bruce was so prolific that his writings on this all stafis
r 998).
sub.iect matter filled seven volumes.

Enter the Dragon
Update
Gettin-q the disappointing
news out of the way first,
Warner Bros. has clecided not
to re-release Enter the Dragon
into the lheillers 3\ \ ils lheir
initial intention. Evidently a
weak test screening in
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corltlTten-

taryl,
rcproductions of
the original lobby
calds fbr
the
the

nal theatrical trailor'.
the complete

"Behind
the Scenes

v,ith Enter
the

Dragctn"
f-eaturette

on the

making of
the fllm
(taken
from the

year.

music that was not included on the original
soundtrack albr"rm). a 49 page book on the
making of the film. featuring many neverbefbre-seen colol photoglaphs taken on the set
(and a preface by Linda Lee Cadwell) and a
fian-re of filn-r blow up that is mounted on an 8
x l0 board. Giver.r that it is the 25th anniversary of both the original rclease of Enter the
Dragort arrd the passing of Bruce Lee, Warner
has pulled out all the stops to make this boxed
set sonething very special indeed. The executives at the studio 1'eel so good about the fllm
that they have macle it the lirst release in their
75th Anniversary series fionr the studio, ahead
of such classic films as Bullett, The Esorc'ist,

rather hard to fill a theiiter to
see a film when nobody
knows that its been released.
On the other hand, Warner i:
committed to Enter the
Dragon on the home video
fiont. They have prepared an
incredible btrxed sel featurin-e
the newly restored version of
the film, a new video entitled
"Bruce Lee: In His Ow-n
Words" (which is all Bruce

q,

The deluxe boxed set that will
feature the restored version of
Bruce Lee's best known film.
Enter the Dragon, is ready to
"hit the streets" in May of this

original negative, so there is no "wash out" in
terms of color ol quality), a Compact Disc
containing all of the music fiom the film
(Warner spenl over $300,000 in bringing up
the sound quality and have ir.rcluded additional

Sacramento, Califbrnia caused
the higher-ups to become nervous about its re-release.
Truth be tolcl, tlie film was not
promoted -- at all (no televrsion or radio spots, no newspaper exposure apart liom a
small black-and-white ad that
only appeared in one or two
local newspnpers) -- and it's
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wanted to keep exclusive to our members.
The conclusion is that
we will keep the
newsletter going on a
qua"rterly basis and that
it will contain firsthand information written by or about Bruce
Lee and his art of Jun
Fan Jeet Kune Do. The
magazine will also fea-

ture authentic Bruce
Lee information and
materials, but with the
extra space allotted,
we can go into more
depth on issues such as
self-defense tech-

The Bruce Lee magazine will be continuing on a bi-monthly basis
to further help spread the word of Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do.

niques, health and conditioning, training, philosophy, history and
also provide interviews
and features on people
who knew Bruce Lee
personally or who
helped to shape his
mental/physical/spiritual development, and
on those who are now
teaching Bruce's art. In
addition, the magazine
will allow Nucleus
members to share
some of their teaching
methods in order to
further educate the
public on the many
facets that made up
Bruce Lee.

A Clockwork Orange, The Outlaw Josey

July 20, 1998

I mentioned earlier that this year marks
the 25th anniversary of the passing of Bruce
Lee. Therefore on July 20, 1998 members of
the Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do Nucleus will be
attending a small memorial service at
Lakeview Cemetery in Seattle, Washington to
pay their respects to both Bruce and Brandon
Lee. Any and all members of Jun Fan Jeet
Kune Do who wish to do likewise are welcome to do so -- either in the privacy of their
own home or by making the trip to Seattle.
Bruce Lee once stated that:
"Remembrance is the only paradise out
of which we cannot be driyen away. Pleasure
is the flower that fades, remembrance is the
lasting perfume. Remembrances last longer
than present realities; I have preserved blossoms for many years, but never fruits."
(pages 378-379, Jeet Kune Do: Bruce Lee's
Commentaries on the Martial Wzy, Charles E. Tuttle
Publishing Co.)

If we can pause for a moment this July
20 and "remember" the contributions that both
Bruce and Brandon have made to our lives,
we will have done our pafi to insure that their
respective legacies live on in the "paradise" of
our thoughts.
-- John Little
Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do Nucleus Member
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Wales and Casablanca, among many others.
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Bruce Lee Magazine
In response to the numerous requests
we've had about continuing our bi-monthly
magazrne, Bruce Lee: The Official Publication

& Voice of the Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do Nucleus,
we wiil be continuing its publication. Initially,
we had hoped to utilize it to herald the formation of Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do and to initiate a
movement of commraderie alnong practitioners of Bruce Lee's art. It seems, however, that
there is a massive hunger among practitioners
out there to read and leam more about Jun Fan
Jeet Kune Do. So, rather than increase the frequency of the newsletter (which we would
like to hold to a quarterly in order to keep the
Bruce Lee content high and the overall quality
of the highest calibre), I'm pleased to report
that we will be continuing with the magazine
on a bi-monthly basis (there should even be
subscription information for those of you who
have had trouble obtaining your copies in the
past). As discussed briefly at our public meeting at the Second Annual Jun Fan Jeet Kune
Do Seminar this past January in Los Angeles,
we had temporarily put the magazine on hiatus in order to insure that the quality of it
remained high and that it would not eclipse
the sisnificance of our newsletter -- which we

This year marks the 25th anniversary of the passing of Bruce Lee. The Jun Fan Jeet Kune
Do Nucleus will be attending a small memorial service at Lakeview Cemetery in Seattle,
Washington to pay their respects.
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THE WISDOM OF BRUCE LEE
"What Makes A Eood Fighter"
As Related by Ted Wong
"Water is the soJiest substance in the world, let it can penetrate the hardest rock or anything -- granite,
you name it.Water is also insubstantial; by that I meanyou cannot grasp hold ofit,you cannot punch it
and hurt it. So every Gung Fu man is trying to do that, to be soft like water andflexible, and adapt itself to
the opponent."
-- Bruce Lee
(Source: Bruce Lee quoted from his screentest for 20th Century Fox

I

in

1964)

ject. Finally,

can't

remember
exactly what
year or what
date this
occuned, but I
recall that after
one of my pri-

after our lesson, Bruce

Lee asked me
again, "Well,
Ted,

Road in BeI
Air, Bruce Lee
suddenly

good fighter? "

So

I ran

through my
new list and
was dumbfounded to see
that he was

asked me,
"Ted, what
makes a good

in the negative. I contin-

me

come up with.
What is that
one ingredient
that makes a

vate lessons at
his house on
Roscomare

Jighter?" At
the time, I just
replied with
the obvious
things that first
came to mind.
I told him,
"Well, you
have to be
tough." Bruce
shook his head

tell

what you've

shaking his
head in disagreement
again. He then
placed his
hand on my
shoulder, and

smiled as he
asked, "You

know what
makes a good
fighter, Ted?
It's one word - ADAPTABILITY." And then I finaliy realized what he was saying. He
explained thal, "lfyou look at any kind of animal species that has had
to fight to survive over the generations, the one quality that allowed
them to suryive was adaptability. If they were not able to adapt, they'd
quickly become extinct. Adaptability is the key; if you hot,e that, you
will have the quality that is requiredto become a goodfighter. It's like
water; water is able to adapt to different shapes, and penetrate any
space and environment -- even hard substances like granite."

According to Bruce Lee (shown here executing an Attack by Drawing on his one-time student Chuck
Norris), the one quality that separated the really good fighter from the wanna-be was the element of
adaptability

ued, "You
have to be fast." Bruce again shook his head. "All right then," I continued, "you have to have heart." "No," Bruce replied. I was surprised that
none of my answers thus far were corect to Bruce's way of thinking,
but I was game to continue. "Well, then, you have to be able to take a
punch." 'No," said Bruce again. Now I was really confused. "WeIl, you
have to be skillful, which means that you must have speed and coordination," I said. I was just telling him anything that was coming into my
mind at the time that would make for a good fighter. Bruce just shook
his head once more and said, "Nope." I kept thinking, to myself, 'what

would really make a good fighter?'

Finally, after giving him so many answers that I thought were
valid and seeing that he was accepting none of them as being correct, I
grew frustrated and said, "Al1 right, I give up. What is the ingredient
that makes for a good fighter?" Bruce just smiled at me and said, "Why
don't you think about it and let me know what you've come up with the
next time I see you?"

I went back to my house that evening and thought long and hard
about his question, and, sure enough, the next time that I saw Bruce I
had a new list of things that I thought would really be essential for a
good fighter. I couldn't have come up with any more ideas on the sub-

The need to adapt was also a lesson that Bruce Lee incorporated
into his films. For example, in his fight with Chuck Norris in The Way
of the Dragon, Bruce's character is losing until he leams how to adapt
to Norris' style. Because Bruce's character can adapt, he not only survives the battle -- but wins it. The same lesson can be seen in his fight
sequences fromThe Game of Death, such as in his climactic fight scene
with Kareem Abdul-Jabbar; Bruce's character is Iosing until he adapts
to the combative situation in front of him and takes away Kareem's
reach advantage by bringing the fight down to ground levetr (i.e., grappling). Whenever I see these films, I'm always reminded of that very
important lesson of adaptability that Bruce Lee taught to me privately
on that pafiicular hot summer's day in the backyard of his home.
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THE 'KIIOWING IS NOT ENOUGH" INTERVIEW
This Month: Steue Golden
lnterview Gonducted By Paul Bax
stand five .feet in

front of him and

t(.)

'try and

stop me Jrom hitting you in the Jace with my
right hand,'which Bruce then proceeded to dct

high school. I was more than a little
impressed. And I had a driver's license.
Describe your training with Ed Parker.

-- repeatedly."
Stette joined Bruce Lee's Chinatowtt
school in 1967 when Bruce first opened it
and,for over 25 years, he has continued to
share the art that Bruce Lee shared with him,
teaching a small group of students in Oregon
and Washington and doing national seminars.
One of the most gifted -- if unheralded -instructors of Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do, it is our
pleasure to present Nucleus member Steve
Golden as the sub.ject of this month's Krtowing
Is Not Enough Interview.
-- John Little

How did you
the martial arts?
Steve Golden: One of Jun Fan Jeet Kune

Do's "best kept secrets."

For the better part of 30 years, Steve
Golden has been one oJ Jun Fan Jeet Kune
Do's best kept secrets. An original student of
Bruce Lee's at Bruce's Los Angeles Chinatown
school, Golden was one of his sfu's most
attentfue students.

Although renowned Jbr his phenomenal
trapping skills, Steve Golden is actually wellversed in

all aspects of Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do.

first

become involved

in

I think I was l2-years o1d when I really
got interested. I used to read Popular Science
and Popular Mechanics and they always had
those "Defend Yourself" type ads. I sent for
everything they offered. Kind offunny now
that I think back on it because I didn't have
anyone that I wanted to defend myself from,
but I was intensely interested and wanted to
take lessons. The only school I could find
was a Judo club and it was about 30 miles
from my home. Being 12, I didn't drive so I
couldn't get to any classes. It wasn't until
1959 that Ed Parker did a demonstration at my

It was great. I signed up for a three
month course. Classes were every Tuesday
and Thursday from 7:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. By
now you've probably ligured out that I continued after the three months. I practiced constantly and, after four months, I was invited
into the intermediate class. That was from
8:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. At 9:00 p.m. everyone
had to leave and the doors and shades were
closed. That's when the advanced class
worked out. No one was allowed to watch.
Talk about inducement to practice. Well, I did
make it into the advanced class and used to be
on the demonsffation team. T'hat was really
fun. Ed would take us to schools, gyms, hotels
and anywhere else that people were interested
in martial arts. When we did a demo, we
went hard. I'm still surprised that we didn't
kill each other. Oh sure, someone would get
their face smashed into the concrete or there
would be a fractured rib now and then. but
nothing really serious.
How did you first meet Bruce Lee?

I think it was in 1964. Bmce used to
stop by Ed's school in Pasadena to talk to Ed.
I think it was about the Hollywood scene, but
I wasn't interested in that so I never asked --

martial arts background began when
he.first crossed paths with Kenpo Karate pioneer, Ed Parker in 1959. Steve studied with
Parker for a period of some seren years -until he had the good fortune to meet Bruce
Lee. Steve once related to me that, while he
had met many martial artists tuho have
Steve's

espoused what they termed "the philosophy of
martial arts," it is his belief (based upott .fit"sthand experience!) that Bruce Lee was the only
one who was erer able to actually iffise his
martial art with a functional and practical
philosophy -- and it is this philosophical
aspect that Steve stresses (along with his considerable technique knowledge!) in his many
seminar appearatTces.To this day he considers
Bruce Lee to be the greatest martial artist he
has ever experienced, and he has plenty of
anecdotes to support his contention. Witness
the following:

"I remember that I didn't think that anyone could hit me if they told me ahead of time
what technique they were going to throw. Then
one day I visited James Lee's house with Ed
Parker. Bruce Lee showed up and told me to

The "father of American Kenpo Karate," Ed Parker (center) was a huge influence on Steve
Golden's (back row, second from right) early martial development.
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but I was interested in Bruce. I don't think
that he ever got out without us questioning
him. He always took the time to show us
things and play around.
What immediate dffirences did you
notice in JKD and Kenpo?
This might surprise you, but at that time I
didn't see much difference. The punches were
a vefiical fist and the side kicks used the flat
of the foot and heal. instead of the "knif-e
edge." But that's small stuff. You should
understand that we all relate and compare new
things to what we already know, and I knew
hundreds of combat techniques from Kenpo.
So, for example, when Bruce taught us trapping drills, I considered them new techniques.
Sure, they were different techniques from the
Kenpo Techniques I learned but it wasn't like
it was really that revolutionary. No, it took
years before I realized what Bmce was trying
to teach me. Looking back on those days, I
think of those days as the time that Bruce
turned on the lights but I didn't know how to
open my eyes.
Would you say that Ed Parker had a different interpretation of fighting than Bruce

Lee?

Of course he did. In Ed's world of combat, youl actions had a predetermined set of
actions. In Bruce's world, nothing was predetermined-- except, of course, that he was
going to win. If you look at Kenpo using JKD
theory, Kenpo doesn't look so good because it
makes too many assumptions. But looking at
Kenpo that way does not give you a true representation of what it was really like. I keep
hearing people say that "JKD is Bruce Lee,"
but I don't hear people say that "Kenpo is Ed
Parker." But it's just as tlue. You can look at
Kenpo and tear it apart through theoly, but in
leality Ed Parker made it work. And with
Ed's personal teaching, I made it work too,
untii I met Bruce.

Under the attentive eye of Bruce Lee (center), the Chinatown school in downtown Los
Angeles became a martial art laboratory where serious students learned the ultimate
nature of unarmed combat. Pictured here are Nucleus members (from left to right) Jerry
Poteet, Daniel Lee, Bruce Lee, Steve Golden, Pete Jacobs and Bob Bremer. The signs hanging in the background were made for Bruce by Nucleus member George Lee.
town got real cool toward me after that. Ed
was also a bodyguard to Elvis Presley and he
would sometimes be in Eugene when Elvis
was performing there. During the day Ed
would come to my home. He came over for
Thanksgiving dinner one time and the next
day he put on a private class for my students.
Ed was really a great guy. And, I might add, a
superb martial arfist and a genius in developing his system.
Describe some of yourfirst training sessions under Bruce Lee at the L.A. school.
There were a few different flavors while

I

Did Parker harbor any ill feeling

towards Lee since several of his students
enrolled in Bruce's Los Angeles Chinatown
school?

I'm pretty sure that he wasn't thrilled with
the situation, but it wasn't like you might
think. It might sound like Bruce came along,
showed me something new and I deserted Ed.
That's not what happened. I had been with Ed
for over seven years. Ed was almost always at
the school teaching me and the other advanced
students. But, for the last year before I lefi,
Ed was spending more and more time away
from the Pasadena school. He was involved
in his other schools and in dealing with the
Holiywood crowd. So, at least for that period
of time, he was not teaching me -- so who left
who? Ed and I remained friends. I had moved
to Eugene, Oregon. He used to come there to
do seminars for local Kenoo schools and I'd
bring my students. He was so friendly to me
and my students that the Kenpo people in

was there. We always started with a warm
up and some heavy exercising. We moved on
to footwork, kicking, trapping, sparring, and a
1ot of questions and answers. When Bruce
was thele teaching, he would teach new
things. When he wasn't there, Danny Inosanto
would lead the class through what Bruce had
previously taught. In all cases, the door was
locked promptly at the beginning of class end
the door and windows were colored so no one
could watch. We occasionally had visitors
and I noticed that we only practiced basics
during those classes. It was like: "You can

watch but you're not going to see."
Some have said that the L.A. school was
casual in one sense, and strict in others,
Could you please give us J)our take on this
topic?

Well, we had a very casual atmosphere.
There were no uniforms and no ranks. We all
went on a first name basis. Bruce was Bruce.
Danny was Danny, Jerry was Jerry and I was
Steve. I'm still Steve. as a matter of fact

KNOWTNG rS NOT ENOUGH
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(laughs).

lt

sounds strange now to hear people

calling Bruce "Sifu" or any other title. If we
had a question about anything we just asked.
I'd say something like, "Hey, Bruce. How
does this work?" It may sound like lack of
respect based on how formal things seem to
be getting now, but that's the way it was then.
And I can assure you, no one lacked respect
for Bruce Lee. And none of us needed permission fbr anything. But, when we were
working out, we were damn serious. We went
hard and put everything into it. We would not
have had it any other way and neither would
Bruce. And I'll tell you something about
being serious, Bruce once told me that he was
going to kick me and that I should get back as
{'ast as T could. Tt doesn t get any more seriou:
than that. I've never moved back so last in

my life -- fat lot of good it did. His kick still
knocked me across the room into a concrete
wall and I thought he broke my ribs -- and
that was while moving away fi'om him and
wearing two chest protectors!
What were the sparring sessions like at
the

L.A. school and what did thev evolve

into?
When I was there, the sparring I did was
pretty controlled. It was frustrating though.
Not just for me but also fbr Bruce. I remember him yelling at us, "Dor-r't just move around
-- move with a purpose!" He was pretty upset
and he kept saying that we wele just mor ing
around. I thought we were moving for a purpose. I wanted to hit my opponent and I didn't want him to hit me. That was my purpose.
It took me about six years befbre I realized
what he really meant. Now I understand why
he was so frustrated with us.

rOOA

So what did he mean?
lf it took me six years to understand after
Bruce's personal instruction, I don't think it
would do any good to try to explain it now in
just a few words. SorrY, Paul.

Okay, Didn't you witness Bruce Lee
sparring a Tai Kwon Do practitioner? Did
Jou ever view Bruce Lee in sparring sessions
with any other martial artist?
Yeah. It was frightening to see how easy

it was for Bruce. The Tae Kwon Do black
belt mentioned that he knew Bruce had good
hands, so Bruce said that he would only use
his feet. They went pretty hard and the guy
really tried to kick Bruce. It was amazing'
Every time the guy kicked, Bruce got just
barely out of range and just as the guy's foot
came down, Bruce held his kick up to the
guy's face. I mean, a roundhouse kick right
up to the guy's nose or a side kick up to the
guy's temple. Bruce just held it there. The
guy didn't even see the kick coming, and
when he saw the foot there he jumped and
kind of screamed -- Bruce wasn't even trying!
This guy putting everything he had into get-

ting Bruce and yet Bruce uas barely putting
out any effort. If it was for real, it would have
lasted until the first kick. I'll tell you something, if you didn't experience Bruce first
hand, then you'll never really know how good
he was.
Please recall your personal sparring sessions with Bruce Lee.

I'd love to but there weten't any. The
I ever got was once, he told me to realIy try to stop him any way I could. I actually
did very well for the first three quarters of a
second! But then he had my arms trapped and
his fingers in my eyes -- Man! What a nasty
feeling. But what can you expect? I was only
a black belt with seven years experlence.
closest

Yourforte is trapping. Explain what
in a real confrontation.

makes trapping work

(Laughing) I know how I got that reputation but that's a different story
and not one for publication. And, yeah, I
am good at trapping. People keep asking me
to do seminars on trapping. And it's an excelIent seminar so it reinforces the notion that

trapping is my forte. I suppose that I should
feel honored that people think I'm so good at
trapping that it must be the best thing I do.
But actually I'm much better at other aspects
of Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do. If you are talking
about the Five Ways of Attack, I'm better at
Direct Attack, Progressive Indirect Attack and
Attack by Drawing, than I am at Trapping'
These are pretty easy to demonsffate, but are
much more difficult to teach and use well.
But you asked what makes trapping work
in a real confrontation. I read over and over
that "trapping really doesn't work." People
say that they have seen numerous fights and
have never seen trapping work. When I pin
them down, they admit that they have never
someone try trapping in a real fight. So I'11
answer your question in a round about way -why doesn't trapping work in a real fight?
Because people don't know how to use it. I'll
even go so far as to say that most people don't
even know what trapping really is, and how it
should be used. But think about this: Bruce
used it. I can use it and it's actually much easier than you would think. So if it doesn't
work for others, maybe they are doing something wrong.
Why is footwork so imPortant in

JFJKD?
Because you don't want to get hit. With
few exceptions and if done corectly, Jun Fan
Jest Kune Do utilizes little or no blocking'
Without making this an instructionai paper, I'11
just say that blocking is the least efficient and
potentially the most dangerous way of handlins. an attack. So one answer to an attacL is

Going back a long way: Nucleus members

Jerry Poteet (left) and Steve Golden (right)
have been friends since the days they used
to workout together at Bruce Lee's
Chinatown school in the late 1960s.
to not be where the attack is being targeted. If
you can't move well, you get hit. Of course,
the other reason is because you want to hit.
Without good footwork you pretty much have
to irail for your opponent to happen into your
range before you can attack. It really is not a
good idea to let your opponents dictate your
actions. It gives them far too much power. I
know that Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do mentions
that your opponent's actions will determine
what you do. But that does not mean that
your opponent should force you to do anything.

Just over two years ago the Jun Fan
Jeet Kune Do Nucleus was formed. In your
opinion, what is the purpose of this organization?
Okay. The pulpose was and is very sim-

ple: Bruce Lee did not have a standard
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Althoueh most martial artists are familiar with Steve's considerable reputation in trapping'
Steve is extremely skilled in all facets of Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do.
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sys-

tem, so most of us learned different things
from him. In addition, by the nature of one's
personatity, we each intetpret what we learned
somewhat differently. Since Bruce's death,
the JKD shown to the public has been from a
very few people. Now there are hundreds of
people claiming to teach JKD ard many of
them teach their own interpretations of JKD.
Although the public is getting some excellent
information, we were concerned that much of
what Bruce did and taught to others would be
lost. With that in mind the Nucleus decided
that our purpose would be to educate the public in what each ofus learned from Bruce'
That includes all Nucleus members who could
contribute to this knowledge and also anyone
outside of the Nucleus who Iearned from
Bruce Lee and was willing to add to this
knowledge. We are trying to be careful not to
present our own interpretations, but only to
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present what Bruce actually said and did.
When and if we teach anything else, we would
not use the name Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do. The
Nucleus also decided that it had no interest in
policing the JKD community. We are not criticizing or condemning anyone teaching or
claiming to teach JKD. Instead, we will show
what we leamed to the public. Each person
can then make up his or her mind regarding
what others are teaching. I've heard it said that
we are making JKD "a static system" and "by
its nature that would destroy it by not letting it
evolve." It is true that JKD is not static and
changes based on the individual's needs. But I
look at Bruce's teachings as giving others the
same base that I had. And I look at Jun Fan
Jeet Kune Do as the tool that gives you the
basis for deciding what path your evolution

should take. It forces no path on you, but
allows you to make an intelligent decision
rather than concluding that JKD is anything
you want it to be -- which, by the way, it is
absolutely not.

JFJKD has already been subjected to
criticism by certain camps. Some claim that
you have ignored the qualifications of people
such as Dan Inosanto and that you are promoting -- in terms of exposure -- other lesser
known students of Bruce Lee. What are your
feelings about this?
I'11

give you my own perspective: I

will

teach what I leamed from Bruce Lee. Does
this mean that I'm ignoring, say, Danny's
flnosanto's] qualifications? Well, I suppose it
does. But you didn't you ask me about my
also ignoring Ted Wong's qualifications, or
Taky Kimura's qualifications, or Jerry Poteet's,
or Pete Jacobs' -- or every other person who
studied from Bruce. I am aware that many

Do Nucleus, I had always refused to join any
JKD organization. So I have no knowledge
about The JKD Society or about any other
JKD organization.

people have excellent qualifications, but I
rarely make a point of it when I teach because
that's not what I'm teaching. And I have never
claimed that others are not qualified. But
what does any of that have to do with the fact
that I can teach people what I learned from
Bruce Lee? Perhaps someone can explain to
me what anyone else's qualifications have to
do with my teaching. NoW about "promoting
other less known students of Bruce Lee." if
you mean "promoting" in the sense of exposing them to the public, then "less known" is
all the more reason to promote these people.
If we stay out of the public's eye, we can't
very well share with them what we learned.
from Bruce Lee. Why are some people ger
ting so upset? You know that Bruce Lee did
teach more than one person. And by the way,
"less known" does not necessarilv mean "less

Some people view JKD as nothing more
than the accumulation of techniques or
learning every eastern martial art possible,
What are your views on this approach?

qualified."
What has bothered you the most that the
critics of the JFJKD Nucleus have said?
The same thing that bothers me whenever
people repeat what they hear without trying to
determine what the truth is. Like, "it must be
true because I heard it somewhere" or "read it
somewhere." And most of the comments are
very vague like, "They show disrespect..."
When I ask for one instance, all I get is a
blank look. Most people realize so many of
the derogatory statements against the Jun Fan
Jeet Kune Do Nucleus come from people who
think they have something to lose by our existence. I am not sure why they feel so ihreatened. Perhaps it's because people might see
what Bruce taught us and it would bring up
questions about what they are teaching.
Perhaps the) are afraid that sorneone is going
to steal all their students. I'm not really sure.
But no matter
what they think,

Some people are quite mistaken in their
interpretation of Bruce Lee's art. I see it over
and over again in JKD, in other martial afis
and in everyday life. People want to leam but
only so far as it doesn't interfere with what
they already believe or with what they prefer
the truth to be. They spout Bruce's words
where convenient, and ignore them where
they may cause some discomfort. It may be a
lot more fun to accumulate and learn more
things so I don't blame people for doing so,
but I don't understand why they justify their
actions by calling it JKD. Bruce said to simplify. Does that mean accumulate? JKD is not
-- I repeat, not -- an accumulation. It is simplifying to ihe essence of a combative art.
Having said that, I do understand that there
must be a phase of accumulation before you
have anything to simplify. But that phase is
not the one that results in Jun Fan Jeet Kune
Do.

How valid are the principles of JKD
when applied to the fighter's of today?
Why should anything have changed
today? Getting hit hard still hurts as much
today as it ever did. Awareness is still important. Bruce didn't develop JKD just to handle
existing systems. He developed it based on
the principles of combat and those cefiainly
have not changed.

In closing, where do you hope to see

my training area
still holds only

The

eight people and
has been full for
twenty years.
So sleep easy.

Another

JKD organization, The JKD
Society, folded

some years ago.
Why do you feel

this organization failed and

next ten years?

As long as people are interested, we will
continue to teach and educate. We will continue looking for people who can and do teach
Bruce Lee's art and encourage them. We will
not be a policing organization nor will we
waste our time and energy looking for people
who are misrepresenting Bruce Lee's art. The
Nucleus will continue to be a non-profit organization. It will continue to solicit help from
all those who are willing to help paint the true
picture of Bruce Lee and his art of Jun Fan
Jeet Kune Do.

c

what differ-

ences and goals
do you see
between the

Society and the
Nucleus?

Until Linda
A "Golden Moment" caught on film: Steve (left) demonstrating the fundamentals of Hand Immobilization Attack (H.I.A.) on-stage before a
crowd of over 400 people at the First Annual Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do
Seminar, held in San Francisco in January of 1997'
KNOWTNG rS NOT ENOUGH
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Lee Cadwell
spoke to me
about the purpose of the Jun
Fan Jeet Kune
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THE SECOND ANIIUAT JUN FAN JEET KUNE DO
BRUCE AND BRANDON tEE MEMORIAT BAIIQUET
An 0n-Site Report By Gass Magda
"delay punch"

"I Know
It's Only Jeet

which he then
showed in

Kune Do --

But I Like

It!"

practical applications. His
stages of leaming this were

The
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Lee's diagrams
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in a rock and

Defense then
Offense;

roll atmosphere, milling

Fluidity:

of Partiality:

Offense and
Defense simultaneousiy; and

about waiting
and looking for
the magic of

Bruce Lee. It
was to be
found in three
different rooms
during a week-

finally
Emptiness: the

A galaxy of martial arts stars turned out to the Second Annual Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do Seminar and Bruce
and Brandon Lee Memorial Banquet. Here the Nucleus poses for photographs with members of Jun Fan
Jeet Kune Do in front of the Torrance Marriott Hotel.

The huge group of was split into four
groups of approximately 60 to a group, and
the nucieus instructors rotated to the groups
every 90 minutes or so. The participants were
a mix of fans and serious JKD practitioners,
definitely a hard crowd to please and the
Nucleus did their best. It was a huge
improvement from the first seminar last year
in San Francisco, where all 200 participants
stayed in one sweltering room together for one
day only. This year the seminar lasted two
days and the Nucleus members seemed more
available to the participants, interacting with
them, getting around to taik or help people
individually and generally chat and answer
questions personally. Linda Lee Cadwell also
made herself available and was seen throughout the weekend checking in on how people
were doing, posing for photographs, signing
autographs and keeping the general mood
expectant and upbeat. Fans and participants
were delighted in finding all nucleus members
so approachable. Members of the Oakland
group, and various martial arl celebrities were
seen circulating around throughout the weekend.

"Start Me Up"
Subjects covered included: trapping
hands, grappling, footwork applications in
defense and counter attack, the whipping
punch, the drop shift, hitting from various
positions, 5 ways of attack applications, various sensitivity exercises. explosive penetration, sensing entry points, and broken rhythm
-- to name but a few!

Offensive

Defense. He

ended this particular session
with words of wisdom "Research what seems
to be working for you and make it unequivo-

end super sem-

inar featuring most of the Jun Fan Jeet Kune
Do Nucleus members.

Instinctive

Taky Kimura, the older statesman of
JFJKD, Iooked youthful in his New Balance
running shoes while chasing a much larger
student across the room with the jit chung
choi (Straight Blast), laughing away.

cally your own."
Pete Jacobs, who is a big man, moved

with surprising gracefulness in demonstrating
Seattle showed us that the economy of
motion theme was already present in the early
training methods of Bruce Lee. The various
principles such as weight on back foot and
crossing the legs when moving laterally,
seemed to violate the principles of later JKD
where the weight was more 50/50 and mobility was stressed over stability. It seems thai
Bruce Lee's art during this era was much more
self-defense oriented in the techniques and

training methods, while the evolution of JKD
seemed more oriented to sparing alively in
totality.
Herb Jackson taiked about not wasting
energy -- either physicai or emotional. He
believed that the greatest hindrance to physical action is "self consciousness." In order to
break this self consciousness, he demonstrated
an exercise in which he pivoted and Iet his
body go in order to free the mind of being
hung up on itself. Herb's presentation was
dramatic and animated and the crowd just
loved it . He then demonstrated the practical
application of the whipping punch and showed
training methods for body alignment using the
wall to feel the effective use of oower for
delivery.
Dan Lee with his smiling genteel manner
began reading from his notes about
Interception, Broken Rhythm, Dissolving and

Hitting. Particularly interesting were his
exolanations of "offensive defense" and his
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the shovel punch with the outside shoulder
push and the drop shift. He kept the group
going, changing up variations every few minutes and keeping his verbal explanations brief.
He seemed very interested in all of the pafiicipants and circulated quickly among them
before demonstrating his next technique.
The unbelievable Bob Bremer told us
that Bruce said, "Don't work out seriously, but
piay seriously." A game that demonstrated
this was Chi Sao, the sticky hands of Wing
Chun, Bob showed the modified JKD versions
ofhow to attack and play in Chi Sao. Itjust
seems to be the nature of Bruce Lee's students
to just want to get in there with the students
and do it -- no matter what, and Bob was no
exception. Pretty amazing after emerging
from critical care a mere three weeks earlier
from a heart attack. Bob was smiling and Chi
Saoing with his students exchanging blowsl
Much to the horrified fates of his assistants.
Unbelievablel
Steve Golden gave them the golden
moments and golden wisdom of combination
trapping hands. In attack and def-ense, he communicated well and made the various subtleties apparent of monitoring the opponent's
energy to feel for his counter attacks. Steve
was friendly and had no airs about his performance or teaching. Assisted by Tim Tackett
they demonstrated counter trapping on each
other and it became hilarious as each inter-

tOOe

deal destruction
with the lead
hand and leg
80Vo of the time.
He stressed using
smaller steps to
keep better balance and keep

yourself moving
faster.

The eloquent Chris Kent
used the Socratic
teaching method
to shake out the
cobwebs of the

The Nucleus fielded questions from Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do members at
their public meefing following the second day of seminars.
rupted the other constantly while simultaneously trapping each other and adding variables
never once breaking the flow between them.
It was if they were joined together mentally
conversing in a stream of consciousness
debate, except that their hands did the talking.
Hope that one was on tape!

He asked questions, then

explained and showed his ideas about each
subject. He said, "he who controls his footwork conffols the distance, thus he controls
the fight because if you don't, the opponent
does." Kent then proceeded to demonstrate
this with a dynamic set of footwork/distance
drills revealing the secrets of not just how, but
when and why. Watching Kent's fluid power
in movement, you felt he could really hurt you
with just footwork alone. Much praise has to
go to his excellent assistant, Randy Gaetano,
who moved well with Chris and made it "real

Speaking of Tim Tackett, what a pro! His
dynamic projection combined with his casual
relaxed approach made the complex simple
and the hidden obvious. He stressed position
of the checking leg while trapping, so you
don't get kicked in the groin. He stressed nontelegraphic hitting, wanting the hand moving
first before anything else. He stressed that
you shouldn't get hung up on trapping hands,
because the object was to hit -- not to trap.
He said to trap oniy if hitting doesn't score.
"It helps to open a closed line" he said and it
helps to open a closed mind also.

for all to see."
Chris Kent mentioned several times
throughout the two days methods and stories
that his teacher, Dan Inosanto, had put him
through that Bruce Lee had related to Dan.
Unfortunately, the powerful presence of JKD
icon; Dan Inosanto, once agaln was not present. However, he did lend some of Bruce
Lee's original training equipment to be displayed. perhaps s1 mbolic oi testing the
waters. The Nucleus hopes that he wili one
day take the plunge and contribute his considerable knowledge and experience in JKD.
The Nucleus remains committed to continuing
efforts of making him a part of this.

Richard Bustillo's commanding presence
was seen and felt, literally, as he demonstrated
the correct way to do some of Bruce Lee's
grappling moves. First demonstrated by
Bruce Lee himself on tape from his vatious
movies, John Little showed video ercerpts ol
scenes of Bruce Lee doing grappling moves.
After showing a scene to the group, Richard
proceeded to demonstrate the same move on
various unlucky participants. It was a novel
approach and the crowd seemed to enjoy it
very much.

Also not present was Jery Poteet, save
for a brief appearance at the dinner with long
time companion, Fran Joseph, and an

Chris Kent and Ted Wong shared the
room together, moving in and out of explanations and training drills relating to footwork
entries, defensive tactics using distance,
setups, alignment of the body for better power,
finding openings and penetration.
Ted's movement was crispy and sharp.
Watching him move you felt it would be hard
to catch him and that he could time you in an
off-balanced position or moment of weakness.
Ted has an intuitive sense of timing and distance and is a pleasure to watch. He showed
how footwork holds your stance together so
that you can keep your physical and emotionai
composure. The stance is always prepared to

thinking pattems
of the students.

entourage that included Jason Scott Lee (star
ofthe move "Dragon"). Everyone was happy
to see Jeny, and hopes that he can take some
time off from his hectic film schedule in order
to contribute his insights of Bruce Lee and
JKD at the next JFJKD event.

all members of the nucleus are mentoring and
that if you are already qualified, then you
don't need a mentor, but you might want a formai communication link to the Nucleus. A
barrage of questions were fielded and it was
clear that the mentor program is sort of a pilot
program in its formative stages to be refined
and tested as it goes, to see if it will in fact be
viable and serve the putpose intended. Many
questions had to be left unanswered at this
time until things were worked out in the
future.
Other topics included whether or not to
continue the newsletter or merge it into the
JFJKD Magazine. Also, regarding the bootleg
Bruce Lee videos now out there, there may be
a day when a quality version will be reproduced and sold . The video of this years 1998
JFJKD seminar will be sold publicly. Taky
reporled that he is still trying to make progress
in getting Dan lnosanto into the fold. Also
discussed were events that will be put together
for members of JFJKD exclusively and not
open to the public.

It was emphasized that the Nucleus members do not get paid for the official events of
JFJKD. That it is strictly non profit and all
members volunteer their time. Some are professionals, but most are not, and have regular
jobs and make considerable sacrifices of their
time and finances to attend and organize these
events.
The seminar was capped off with a huge
banquet featuring a multi-course Chinese
meal. The room was packed with celebrities
from the film and martial arts world. There
were stories and speeches honoring Bruce and
Brandon Lee, and a very special award was
given to Taky Kimura by the Jun Fan Jeet
Kune Do Nucleus members.
"You Just Might Find...You Get What
You Need"

Anyone who is a fan of Bruce Lee or Jeet
Kune Do should attend one ofthese annual
seminar events. Not just to gain the first hand
knowledge, but to actually see and meet these
original students of Bruce Lee before it is too
Iate. It's like going to see the Rolling Stones - you want to see them while they can still
rock and roll. So ifyou go to the next JFJKD
event, be ready to rock!!!

O

"JKD Satisfaction"
The Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do Nucleus
members assembled to field questions after
the seminar in one of the training rooms.
Linda Lee began the initial remarks, reiterating the purpose and objectives of JFJKD and
that they do not certify insffuctors.

Right away the subject discussed was the
"mentor program." It was made clear that not
KNOWTNG rS NOT ENOUGH
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GUTTING EDGE GONDITIO]IING

SHADOW KICKBOXI]IG
By Ghris Kent
What would you do if:
a) There were no training partners available for you to work out with
b) You didn't have access to any type of

training equipment to use
c) Your training time was limited to
minutes per day?

l0

I know what I'd do. I'd spend those ten
minutes shadow kickboxing. Shadow boxing
(or kickboxing) is one of the best training
exercises you can use to develop such things
as ease of movement, good form, and economy of motion. It can also help develop your
cardiovascular capacity, increase your speed
and agility, give you ideas and help your mind
and body fix moves ready for use when they
are most wanted. It also helps you loosen up
before engaging in more strenuous training.
Other than actual sparring, shadow boxing is probably the most important technique
in the acquisition of a martial artist's fighting
skills' But the best thing about shadow boxing or shadow kickboxing is that you don't
need training partners or anv tvne of eouinment rn order to be able to aoii. you don',
even need a ror or space
The onty thing youieally need is your

in;;;.h;;;;;.'
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Shadow boxing played a large role in Bruce Lee's martial development.
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Bruce Lee was able to utilize his imagination and visualization
skills to the utmost in every shadow boxing technique he executed - from throwing a backfist (top left)' a high hook kick (top right) or
vertical fist reverse punch (bottom left).

.

Begin with shortet periods of time (30 seconds to one minute)
and gradually increase the time.
Start shadow boxing easy and gradually increase speed and
intensity as your rnuscles warm up.
Be unrhythmic in your movements -- breaking the rhythm,
adjusting speed, etc.

.
.

. If you're working on a particular fine skill, work on it while
you're fresh, not when you're tired.
. Use something static as a focus point if needed.
.

Rest adequately between

rounds.

O
Chris Kent is one of the foremost Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do Authoriries
in the world. witi over 25 years olexperience. He is presently
available lor seminars and workshops by calling (208r 375-8885.
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